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CHECK IT OUT! I don't place limits on team membership! 
I know he has to have a platform somewhere. 
18 
We'll negotiate before we play! Yeah, I heard the same thing about herl 
I'd rather be playing a Nestles' Crunch! 
Zonles do It In the end zone. 
If we put the sprinkler here, do you think It will be close enough to the sidewalk? 
19 
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Let's see, 64 books at 25¢ a day, 3 days late .. . 
The art classes sure do amazing things! INDI ... GESTIONII 
TAB is for beautiful people. 
I'll just slash my wrist if I don't get into this frat! 
22 
If I let him jo·n • , can he have Friday nights off? 
This one's for you Dadl 
No, Cindy the bolt Is not coming outl 
SPEED 
LIMIT 
But officer, my car ld~ at 20 m.p.h.lll 
23 


I get about 30,000 miles per Nike. Air Supply or Hall and Oates? 
I shouldn't have said I'd do anything to get on Work Studyl I guess it's better than having It blow up. 
Add-Drop can be murderlll 
Dear Mom and Dad ... P.S. Please send moneylll 
26 
Meals on wheels 
GOVERNME 
This is smaller than my last apartment but there's more windows. 
27 
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Listen College Boy, here's how you turn it on. 
HOME, SUITE HOME. I told you to do that before we got up here. 
UCF's assassination squad. 
99 boHiea of beer on the wall . . . 
30 
Well, I could get the notes from someone tomorrow. 
I have a mountain In the Everglades for sale . . . CHEAPI A sure remedy for the parking problem??? 
Disco Maintenance Manlll 
Once a king always a king, BUT once a knight is 
enough ill 
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Don't you just love people who pay attention to signs. 
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We love these outdoor classes! 
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Patrick Bumb, Chairman of the UCF Committee for Student Government 
Daytona 
.Beach 
Campus 
University of Central Florida 
215 South Clyde Morris Blvd. 
Daytona Beach, Florida 32014 
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Standing approximately 168 feet tall , the Ponce Inlet Lighthouse is said 
to be the tallest Lighthouse in the South. The majestic brick structure was 
commissioned to be built in 1887. It served as a guide to many sailors 
traveling the waters between St. Augustine and Cape Canaveral. The 
Lighthouse was closed in the late 1940's and has since undergone some 
rennovations. The Lighthouse now stands as a tourist attraction. 
Contributions are used to keep up and preserve this marvelous piece of 
Daytona's history. 
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Ponce 
Inlet 
Lighthouse 
Located South of 
Daytona Beach 
45 
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The Night Life at Treasure Island 
The annual Daytona Beach Campus Christmas banquet was held 
at the Treasure Island Hotel, Saturday, December 13th. 
Door Prizes Being Awarded 
Dr. Harold Green 
47 
The Christmas banquet this year featured the live band KIXX. 
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Listen 
To 
The 
Music 
Eat, Drink, Be Merry! 
Hey, I like your tie, can I buy you a drink? 
49 
50 
The folks that made everything possible. (From Left to Right) Bill Hill, P. Terri Walters, Nori Wetherington, Bonnie Sylvia, Carol Homisak, (In back row) 
Patrick Bumb. 
UCF 
Brevard 
Campus 
51 
Administration 
Chris Kaisler, Dr. Beadle's Assistant 
Dr. Tesosi, former Brevard Campus Director, below, Dr. James Beadle, Acting Directory. 
52 
Ruth W. Griesse, Secretary 
Doyce Walters 
Jackie Hall 
David Alexander 
Susan Jones 53 
54 
Student 
Government Night students cashing in on SG's free coffee. 
Kay Mcintyre, SG Representative and Lynn Roebuck, Brevard Yearbook Staff. 
Kay Mcintyre and Joe Brand, Student Government Representatives. 
Elementary Education majors enjoying the party. 
S.G. End of the 
Quarter 
Christmas 
Party 
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Brevard 
Campus 
Mr. Becker, Criminal Justice Teacher 
Joe Brand, Social Work Major and SG Representative 
Aileen Abel, Social Work Teacher 
-·~ 
Dr. Jeanne Miller, Elementary Education 
Dr. Beadle helping a needy Elementary Education major. 
Brevard Campus offers classes from the College of 
Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, Education 
and Engineering. Some majors can get all their 
required class on the Brevard Campus. The Elementary 
Education program can be completed at the Brevard 
Campus. Dr. Beadle and Dr. Miller both have their 
main office on Brevard's campus. 
Dr. Hubler, Engineering Teacher 
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South 
Orlando 
Campus 
Dr. Richard C. Harden, Director of South Orlando Campus 
Eileen Samelson is being congratulated on her new appointment to 
the student body president by Dr. Harden. 
Dr. Harden's secretary, Dorothy Westenhofer, is always on the ball keeping 
S.O.C. running smoothly. 
59 
In 1963, with the soar of the space program, the University of Florida's College of 
Engineering established facilities to provide graduate-level Engineering In East-Central Florida 
at Galnsvllle, Daytona Beach, Orlando, Cape Canaveral, and West Palm Beach. All "centers" 
were tied together with television and student talk-back features. 
The Orlando Center of GENESYS (Graduate ENgineering Education SYStem) had Its first 
building completed in 1965 and a second building was added in 1969. The 20 acres was 
donated to the State by the Martin-Marietta Corporation, a strong supporter of the program. 
With the decline ·of the space industry, the increased cost of the television -system and 
the growth of Florida Technological University to a m~ture university with a developed College 
of Engineering, It was decided to terminate the GENESYS Program and to transfer the Daytona 
Beach, Orlando and Canaveral centers to FTU and the West Palm Beach center to Florida 
Atlantic University. The transfer took place July 1, 1972 and the Orlando center was renamed 
Florida Technological University, South Orlando Resident Center (SORC). 
The Fall of 1978 was the beginning of SOC's present-day role. When FTU became the 
University of Central Florida, the center gradually became known as Its South Orlando Campus 
(SOC). 
60 
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A bug's eye view of the SOC television microwave tower. 
S. 0. C. 
UNIVERSITY Of 
CENTRAL fLORIDA 
Students use the newly constructed bridge to get across the lake when they park their cars 
in the lot after 5 p.m. 
61 
Paul Hightower (photography) talks with students after class about capturing that important 
moment on film. 
Eileen Samelson discusses student government 
activities with Dr. Harden. 
Students use their leisure time with books and magazines at the S.O.C. library. 
62 
Howard Mahoney, T.V. Engineer, and Edwin Muurahainen, student assistant, take a break between classes in the t.v. control room. 
Steve Lewis, a hard working student assistant. 
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The President 
Trevor Colbourn holds degrees from the University of London, the College 
of William and Mary and the John Hopkins University - where he secured his 
doctorate in American History in 1953. A peripatetic professor, he taught at 
Penn. State and Indiana Universities before serving as graduate dean at the 
University of New Hampshire (1967-1973) and Academic Vice President and 
Acting President at San Diego State University ( 1973-1978). He was designated 
president of what was then Florida Technological University in January 1978 
but by the following December succeeded in changing the name of that 
institution to the University of Central Florida and thus far has survived both 
the name change and the introduction of a football program to UCF. 
Dr. Colbourn is also a member of the Boards of Directors of the Orlando 
Area Chamber of Commerce, the United Way of Orange County, and the 
Orlando Opera Company, as well as the Kiwanis Club of Orlando. 
• • • 
• • • And His Men. 
(from left to right) Mr. Ashern Brown-University Attorney, Dr. Ida J. Cook-Faculty Senate, Mr. John Philip Goree-V.P.Business Affairs, Dr. Bernard 
Ostle-V.P. for research, Dr. William K. Grasty-V.P. Community Relations, Dr. Leslie Ellis-V.P. Academic Affairs, Mr. Alan Fickett-Assistant to the President. 
College of Health 
Dr. Owen C. Elder, Jr., Dean Dr. Thomas S. Mendenhall, Acting Assist. Dean 
69 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Dr. Ralph A. Llewellyn, Dean Dr. Jack B. Rollins, Assoc. Dean 
I I 
Dr. John P. ldoux, Assoc. Dean Dr. Robert J. Laird, Preprofessional Coordinator 
College of Business Administration 
Dr. Lance P. Jarvis, Assoc. Dean Mr. Wade Killbride, Assist. Dean 
70 Dr. Clifford L. Eubanks, Dean (not Pictured) 
College of Education 
Dr. C. C. Miller, Dean Dr. Robert G. Cowgill , Assoc. Dean 
College of Extended Studies 
Dr. John B. O'Hara, Dean Dr. W. Rex Brown, Assoc. Dean 
71 
College of Engineering 
Dr. Robert D. Kersten, Dean Dr. George F. Schrader, Assoc. Dean 
Dr. Bruce E. Mathews, Assist. Dean Dr. J . Paul Hartman, Assist. Dean 
72 
Dr. Louis J. Acierno, M.D. 
Health Sciences 
Dr. Graeme Baker 
Chemistry 
Dr. Dolorys Blume 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Robert Brigham 
Mathematics 
Dr. Betty Anderson 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Karl Barsch 
Foreign Languages 
Dr. Walter Bogumil 
Labor Relations 
Dr. William R. Brown 
Sociology 
Dr. Joby Anthony 
Mathematics 
Dr. Robert Bledsoe 
Political Science 
Dr. Robert Bollet 
Teaching Analysis 
Dr. John Budina Jr. 
Finance 73 
74 
Dr. Patricia Carter 
Public Service Administration 
Dr. Chris Clausen 
Chemistry 
Dr. Robert Cossabom 
Finance 
Mr. John Debo 
Engineering Technology 
Dr. John Cheney 
Finance 
Mr. Dick Cornell 
Educational Services 
Dr. Glenn Cunningham 
Chemistry 
Dr. David Dees 
Sociology 
Dr. Beverly Ann Chin 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Bob Cosenza 
Marketing 
Dr. Duane Davis 
Marketing 
Dr. Richard G. Denning 
Engineering Technology 
Dr. William Esler 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Randy Fisher 
Psychology 
Dr. Frederick Green 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Harold Haughee 
Educational Development 
Dr. John L. Evans 
History 
Dr. Terry Frederick 
Computer Science 
Dr. David Gurney 
Secondary Education 
Mrs. Barbara Heinsohn 
Medical Technology 
Dr. Fredric Felder 
Communications 
Dr. Richard Fritz 
Economics 
Dr. Tom Harrow 
Educational Foundations 
Dr. Martin Heinzer 
Mathematics 75 
76 
Dr. Robert Hicks 
Economic Education 
Dr. E. Ramon Hosler 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. Michael Hynes 
Elementary Education 
Ms. Barbara Johnson 
Economic Education 
Dr. Sharon Hiett 
Educational Foundations 
Dr. Djehane Hosni 
Economics 
Ms. Gloria Jackson 
Minority Student Services 
Mrs. Frances Johnson 
Communications 
Dr. N. Gary Holten 
Public Service Administration 
Dr. G. Martin Hudson 
Physics 
Dr. Rosie Joels 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Virginia Barr-Johnson 
Educational Foundations 
Dr. Roy Jones Jr. 
Mathematics 
Ms. Marilyn Kangeles 
Medical Technology 
Dr. James L. Koevenig 
Biology 
Dr. Stuart Lilie 
Political Science 
Mr. Bruce N. Joseph 
Business Administration 
Dr. Raphail Kavanaugh 
Teaching Analysis 
Captain Rlcttard Korose 
Aerospace Studies 
Dr. Patricia Manning 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Frank Juge 
Graduate Studies and Research 
Dr. Wade Kilbride 
Business Administration 
Mrs. Lynda Kuyper 
Medical Records Administration 
Dr. Mattson 
Chemistry 77 
78 
Dr. Nancy McGee 
Secondary Education 
Dr. King Merritt, Jr. 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Jeanne Miller 
Brevard Campus 
Dr. Amar Mukhopadhyay 
Computer Science 
Dr. Waldon M. Mclellon 
Engineering 
Dr. Charles N. Micarelli 
Foreign Languages 
Dr. Margaret Miller 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Art Olson 
Educational Foundations 
Dr. Douglas McNeil 
Economics 
Dr. Jeanice Midgett 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Edward Moses 
Finance 
Dr. Stuart E. Omans 
English 
Dr. Gary Orwig 
Learning Resources 
Dr. Mary Palmer 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Armando Payas 
Foreign Languages 
Dr. Ransford Pyle 
Public Service Administration 
Dr. John Osborne 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Gordon W. Paul 
Marketing 
Dr. Lillian Poe 
Elementary Education 
Dr. Frederick Raffa 
Economics 
Dr. Bernard Ostle 
Statistics 
Dr. Robert Paugh 
Secondary Education 
Mrs. Marian Price 
English 
Dr. Frank Salzman 
Mathematics 79 
80 
Dr. John Shadett 
Teaching Analysis 
Dr. David Slaughter 
Public Service Administration 
Dr. K. Phillip Taylor 
Communications 
Major Hollice White 
Aerospace Studies 
Dr. Howard Sherwood 
Mathematics 
Dr. Paul Somerville 
Mathematics 
Dr. Phill Tell 
Psychology 
Mr. Tom Wells 
Engineering Technology 
Dr. Barry Siebert 
Instructional Programs 
Dr. Steven Sorg 
Secondary Education 
Dr. Richard Thompson 
Elementary Education 
Mr. Jackson Winchester 
Economics 
Mr. Timothy Worrell 
Respiratory Therapy 
Dr. Fred 0. Simons, Jr. 
Electrical Engineering 
Dr. Michael Taylor 
Mathematics 
Mrs. Ruby Townes 
Music 
Dr. David Workman 
Computer Science 
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Knight Soccer 
The Knights once again won the Sunshine State Conference Crown by beating Rollins 2-1 in 
the championship game. This marks the third time that the University of Central Florida has won 
the title in its four years of competition. The Knights finished with a 12-3-1 record, their second 
best ever. The Knights placed five players on the Sunshine State Conference All State team, 
defenders Dave Fall and Matt Meyer, and midfielders Ed Myslinski , Mike Salvati, and Max-Rony 
Francois. Captain Ed Myslinski capped off his senior year by being named to the All South Squad. 
A UCF player uses his head. 
An opponent attempts to slip by Knight defender. 
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UCF 
Fighting 
Knights 
FIRST ROW (left to right), 16. Joe Granatell, 27 Greg Fullington, 61 . John Alfassa, 84. Jim Rountree, 10. John Scargle, 28. Cole Blair, 49. Greg Cardamore, 29. Steve Kuhirt, 36. Mark Goode, 22. 
Hal Trask, 86. Jamie Willis, 23. Doug Gatewood, 48. Billy Giovanetti, 40. Bruce Gordon, 8. Tom Hungerford, 89. Jimmy Stearns, 17. Ron Johnson, 14. Jeff Froehlich, 81. Mark Hayes, SECOND 
ROW, 38. Gary Slager, 6. Kendall Bush, 15. Craig Swick 93. Brian Earls, 42. Bill Nelson, 43. Chris Bartkoviak, 25. Bill Wintersdorf, 54. James Me Griff, 30. Anthony Shim-konis, 32. Craig Keneipp, 
3. Mike Cullison, 4. Donald Bronkie, 58. Mark Robinson, 44. Mike O'Shaughnessy, 41 . Tim Kiggins, 5. Mark Whigham, 34. Scott Ryerson, 12. Doug Fulmer, 21 . Mike Stapp, 87. Mike Williams, 47 . 
.. · 
The 1980 University of Central Florida football team scored 18 points in the final 
quarter of the season to win the last game, 18-14, over Emory & Henry and finish the 
season, 4-4-1. The exciting finish assured Coach Don Jonas' young squad of two years in 
collegiate football without a losing season record and an overall mark of 10-6-1. 
UCF placed three players on the College Sprots Information Directors OF America 
District Ill Academic All-American team. Running backs Mike Stapp of Orlando and Ron 
Johnson of Centerville, Ohio and tight end Mike Carter of Melbourne were selected for 
the team and were placed on the national ballot . 
Eddie James, 18. Bob Ross, 7. Mike McCrary, THIRD ROW, 26. Tim Ayers, 24. Turner Davis, 79. Pablo Vera, 53. Pat Catsban, 92. Jim Bray, 67. Donnie Ellison, 60. Taylor Flowers, 45. Bo Hadley, 
63. Rick Mann, 98. Ted Chira, 57. Chuck Joachim, 62. John Linde, 64. Steve Ellison, 56. Jim Stevens, 70. Cliff Hyden, FOURTH ROW, 65. Kendall Nixon, 88. Mike Carter, 71. Greg Campion, 74. 
Neal Ginley, 85. Ed Schenk, 95. Ron Jackson, 97. Bill Sagries, 69. Bob Solomon, 75. Ed Gantner, 78. Randy High, 80. Jim Taylor, 52. Dan Burke, 72. Mark Benedict, 68. Mirto Callazo, 50. Chuck 
Hoeffler, 46. Rick Maynard, 91. Clint Sawyer, 66. Moses Ashley, 9. Craig Turner, 82. Rickey Sampson, 76. Mike Sommerfield, 2. John Cummings 
89 
Quarterback Mike Cullison lofts a pass over the outstretched hands of a Catawba defender. Runningback Mike Stapp receives a handoff. 
The Knights celebrate a touchdown. 
90 
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UCF 
=·~-===--==~ Cheerleaders 
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94 
Knight Basketball 
The nationally ranked UCF Basketball team's season ended with a record of 23-5 with a 
last second desperation shot by Florida Southern and a score of 73-71 in the final game of 
the Southern Regionals. 
Florida Southern went on to claim the Division II National Title. 
Sophomore Jimmie Ferrell was selected to the COSIDA Academic All-American Team. 
Super-Sub Jimmie Ferrell drives for another 
two points. 
BACK ROW: Coach Gene " Torchy" Clark , Ruben Cotton, Ken Allison, AI Fussel, Jeff Dorechner, Dean Rossin, Joe Burgess, Assistant Coach Russ Salerno. FRONT ROW: Mike Candelaria, Jimmie Ferrel, 
Vincent Scruggs, Roland Ebron, Willie Dison, Jim Beachum, Manager Tim Grayson. 
Center Dean Rossin outleaps his opponent for a jump ball. 
Roland Ebron looks for an open man against Marietta. 
Rubin Cotton drives for a layup. 
95 
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Lady Knights 
Two sophomores, Meg Fahey and May Holopa led the team , both on 
the court and in the classroom. 
They were selected to the COSIDA Academic All American Team. UCF, 
the defending Division II National Champion , were knocked out in the first 
round of the tournament th is year. 
They finished the season with a 13-9 record. 
Women 's Basketball-Front Row: (left to right) Agnus Webb, Tudor Mcintire, Patty Pyle, Dale Zimmerman, Vera Brown. Second Row: Marcie Swilley, Mary 
Holopa, Meg Fahey, Gayle Blutcher, Cindy Frank. Third Row: Andrea Jackson, Susan Prehn, Marcia Newsome. 
99 
The Lady Knights talk over strategy during a time-out. 
Meg Fahey throws a lob down court during a fast break. 
100 
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Wrestling 
Five Knights grapplers qualified for the NCAA national Divisions 
II tournament, but for the first time had no All-Americans (last year 
UCF had 3 All-Americans last year). Coach Joe Corso's team won 
it's third consecutive state championship this season . However the 
team was eliminated in the Southern Regionals. 
Senior Co-Captain, John Myerse, controlling opponent during the Sunshine Open. 
Dewey Ullrich grapples for control. 
Dewey Ullrich breaks down his Tennessee Opponent. 
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Volleyball 
The University of Central Florida's volleyball team ended their 
season with a seventh place tie in the Division II National Tournament. 
This was the fifth time in five years the Lady Knights qualified to 
play in the National Tournament. They closed their season with a 
27-27 record. The Lady Knights lost to Hawaii-Hila. in pool play 
competition and then went on to beat Eastern Illinois and the College 
of Charleston. That placed them second in their pool and they 
progressed to the double elimination finals. 
Lady Knights on their way to another victory . 
1st ROW: (bottom to top) Susan Hill, Laura Elberg, Linda Sikes, Kathy Morgan. 2nd ROW: Anita Wittiver, Arona Martin-Hidalgo, Laura Smith (Assistant 
Coach), 3rd ROW: Jackie Nelson, Rebecca Foss. 4th ROW: lzzy Arrange, Chris Fauntane, Jo Ann Elbern. 5th ROW: Carmen Pennick (Coach), Kathy Fox. 
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Baseball 
The Knights Baseball team received a welcome boost by some 
Junior College transfers. The Junior dominated team were 19-7-3 at 
midseason including 14 games against division one oppon~nts . The 
Knights, who broke 21 team and individual records last season, are 
well on their way to another record setting year. 
Team Captain, Billy Halpin , steals base. The knights set a record for 
basestealing before half the season was completed. 
THE U.C.F. BASEBALL TEAM! 
112 
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March 14 
March 21 
March 28 
April 4 
April 11 
April 18 
April 25 
May 8,9 
116 
UCF CREW 
SPRING RACE SCHEDULE 
President's Cup 
Metro Cup 
(Rollins) 
Florida World Games 
Keuper Cup 
Governor's Cup 
State Championships 
(Fira) 
Southern Championships 
(Sira) 
Small College Championships 
(Dad Vail) 
Crew Team 
Tampa 
Lake Maitland 
Turkey Lake 
Melbourne 
Melbourne 
Tampa 
By-Pass Canal 
Oak Ridge, Tn 
Philadelphia, Pa 
Crew team practices their winning style. 
MEN'S CREW-1st ROW: (left to right) Dan Kramer, Tom Woodward, Scott Belflower, Pat McNerney. 
2nd ROW: Chris Johnson, Jim Field, Michael Yojng, John Robertson, Eric McCurry, Nora Stevens, Tom 
Dumont, Bob Duncan. 3rd ROW: Ruth Buchanan, Tom Dunsworth, Steve DeZwart (Captain), Kevin Kranz, 
John Catron, AI Davis, "Jimbo" Cooper, Paul Catanoso, Joe Flatley, Mark Zelesky 
WOMEN 'S CREW-1st ROW: (left to right) Cindy Weber, Vick i Harkrider, Kristin Boardman, Gwen 
Sherwood, Dawn Terry. 2nd ROW: Micki Kiether (Captain), Beth Shaw, Leslie DeZwart, Cindy Wolcott , 
Sheri Danielson, Eileen Dinnan, Cara Munson, Merrill Bailey. 
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Tennis 
This year, the men 's tennis will have much to shoot for 
as last year 's netters finished in a tie for 8th nationally and 
compiled a 21-7 record. 
The team is not under the direction of first year Coach 
Van Gladfelter. 
A nice follow-through. 
A cautious forehand return. 
Where's the ball? 
121 
Recreation 
122 
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Ronald Abram 
Lisa Adams 
Lars Anderson 
Lizette Araquistain 
Daniel Barillas 
Les Barkley 
Linda Battle 
Todd Bauer 
Daniel Bellware 
Donald Bergquist 
Cheryl Bishop 
Karley Block 
Teresa Brown 
Lourdes Calvo 
Yvonne Cashe 
Johnny Castleberry 
Ann Christian 
Laura Claflin 
Cindy Coates 
Scott Cohen 
Ana Conde 
Kathryn Cooper 
Cynthia Couch 
Sharlene Daly 
Marianne Derheiner 
Kevin Dickey 
Kimberley Dixon 
John Dougherty 
Mary Downey 
Melissa Dreyer 
Bobby Duncan 
Robert Duryea 
Terry Eggleston 
Gretchen Elliott 
Penny Ellis 
Norman Elzey 
Margie Emmett 
Heidi Evans 
Steven Facella 
Scott Flowers 
Carla Forehand 
Kathleen Francis 
Freshmen 
Pamela Fraser 
Mary Gainey 
Linda Gancitano 
Jon Gates 
W.M. Gulbrandsen 
John Hanks, Jr. 
Gabrielle Hardin 
Amy Harding 
Patricia Henning 
Teresita Hernandez 
Michelle Hoffman 
Douglas Hogarth 
Kathy Holl 
Marcia Holmes 
Chuck Jackson 
Lisa Jacobson 
Helen Jakubowski 
Kathleen Johnson 
Susan Josberger 
Martin Joyce, Jr. 
Cynthia Keel 
Karla Klaber 
Edward Kreager 
Steven Kuehler 
125 
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Cynthia Laird 
Demaris Lee 
Muriam Lenk 
Cindy Lenz 
Debra Lenz 
Patricia Lillie 
Kristin Locke 
Zhayd Lopera 
Maria Lopez 
Melissa Love 
Lisa Lowery 
Johnny Madison 
Michael Manglardi 
Nancy Marrero 
Clark McClelland 
Karen McCollough 
Steven McDowell 
Steven McKenna 
Lisa Michael 
Richard Moncello, Jr. 
Eileen Montalo 
John Moore 
Gretchen Moscoso 
Lisa Mulhern 
Cara Munson 
Sherry Murphy 
Lisa Nielsen 
Clint Nolle 
Jul ie Norris 
William Norton 
Janis O'Brien 
Elizabeth Overcash 
Kathy Pamatian 
Greg Peel 
Maritza Perez 
Joseph Raley 
Pam Raymond 
Frank Reindl 
Eileen Samelson 
James Scanlon 
Anita Schiavoni 
Roxanne Schiedel 
Gary Schmal 
Kenneth Scoates 
Jennifer Sharper 
David Simoni 
Susan Singleton 
127 
128 
Teresa Steiman 
Debra Swatzell 
Rebecca Thompson 
Scott Tournour 
Gregory Traylor 
Kim Veroski 
Scott Vickers 
Armando Vigil 
Angela Vogel 
Lewis Wallace, Ill 
Robert Wankell 
Robert Watters 
Anita Wettwer 
Joseph Williams 
William Williamson, Jr. 
Barbara Wilson 
Kathleen Wingate 
Janet Young 
Teresa Bartlins 
Lorilee Flynn 
Melissa 
Sophomores 
Ralph Aparicio 
Stuart Bailey 
Larry Baird 
Kim Ballard 
Tammy Briley 
Gordon Broadhead, Jr. 
Darwin Brown 
Johnny Brown 
Wendy Buckholz 
Brenda Cannon 
Kari Carlson 
Barbara Carter 
Lesley Castillo 
Cecilia Celestrin 
Lisa Chambliss 
Robert Clark 
Sandra Clark 
Clarissa Clifton 
Patricia Cornelius 
Dianne Davidson 
David Dismore 
Bruce Dolmovich 
Dan Dutton 
Ria Echteld 
Phyllis Ednie 
Brad Estes 
James Feuestein 
Elaine Fisher 
Stephen Fisher 
Brian Forgue 
Jeff Froehlich 
Jill Gable 
Doug Gatewood 
Janina Gomez 
Sandi Green 
Katherine Griswold 
Patricia Harkins 
Linda Higbee 
Paul Hofmeister 
Incredible Hulk 
Robyn King 
Deborah Istvan 
129 
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Dwight Kleine 
Philip Lantz 
Robert Larr 
Ellen LeMosy 
Eddie Lucas 
F.S.M. 
Kimberly Malys 
Kelly McKnight 
Pamela McNew 
Gena Middleton 
Robert Midgett 
Magaret Monaghan 
John Moser 
Vickie Nager 
Sam Nattile 
Ganiyu Oginni 
Lee Ohlinger 
Rachel Ortega 
Brian Parker 
Kristi Parrish 
Dawn Patterson 
Tico Perez 
Lorraine Peters 
Joyce Wade 
Mary Williams 
Robin Winkler 
Linda Yacobian 
Robbye Youmans 
Patt i Phill ips 
Gloria Pineda 
Anne Raggedy 
Nicholas Riola 
Cynthia Roberts 
Wade Rogers 
Carlos Roman 
Thomas Rue 
Suzanne Rushing 
Jim Schmidt 
Theresa Schmidt 
Lori Scheider 
Roseann Sesnick 
Niki Singletary 
George Sneed 
Patricia Stanton 
Marcietta Swilley 
Linda Sykes . 
Anne Talley 
Jim Taylor 
Jerome Thompson 
Laura Tobler 
George Tyson 
David VanBrackle 
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Deborah Abram 
Laurel Adams 
Sheikh Ahmed 
Penny Akeley 
Lori Aldrich 
Debbie AI-Harbi 
James Allen 
Roseann Amato 
Emily Ambrose 
Lise Amundrud 
Sandra Baisden 
Karla Baker 
Deborah Ball 
Patricia Ball 
Raymond Beaumont 
Kevin Beauregard 
David Bittle 
Paul Bizier 
Penny Blackwell 
John Blair 
Michele Blanford 
David Bonfleur 
Diane Bornmann 
Darrell Bostwick 
Barbara Branham 
Mark Bridwell 
Hilda Broom 
Steven Brown 
Dana Buchanan 
Patrick Bumb 
Julie Burrell 
Mike Cancrossi 
Allen Carpenter 
Leeann Champagne 
Cheryl Clifton 
Mark Clifton 
Kurt Coleman 
Tamara Carnwell 
The Count 
Natalie Cunningham 
Mike Daigle 
Dany Danley 
Juniors 
Miriam Daurora 
Vincent Davila-Aponte 
Linda Delboccio 
Ramzi Delpak 
Donna Denicole 
Greg DeTardo 
Susan Detter 
Rusell Doerk 
Pamela Dotson 
Diane Dowdy 
William Dozier 
Cheryl Dubois 
Kevin Dunn 
Dana Duran 
Linda Easterbrook 
Barbara Eley 
Becky Ell iott 
Jay Etherton 
Diane Farrow 
Jeffrey Fleming 
Raymond Gates 
Vicki Gates 
Elizabeth Gatt 
Carol Glover 
Sheree Godbee 
Thomas Gregora 
Glen Hammer 
Beverly Hanson 
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134 
Gary Harbison 
Susan Harrison 
David Hawk 
William Hinton 
Craig Hamilton 
Robert Houk 
Tony Howell 
Jeffrey Hudson 
Charlotte Hyslope 
Victor lgbo-Nwoke 
Audrea Jackson 
Juliet Johnson 
Jennifer Joslin 
Karl Kaiser 
Tom Keefer 
Timothy Kemper 
John King 
Jack Korner 
Cindy Krainik 
Joseph Lavelle 
Gordon Lee 
Sandra Lee 
Joni Leetzow 
Philip Long 
James MacDonald, Jr. 
James Malcolm 
Patti Maples 
Marcos Marchena 
Michael Massey 
Gail Massing 
pLACE M t I~ J 
Terry Martin 
Rande Matteson 
Eddie Maynard, Jr. 
Mamie McDowell 
Thomas McPartland 
Constance Melvin 
Liz Middlebrook 
Charles Moffat 
Jo Moncrieff 
Stephen Moreland 
Beth Munro 
Maria Murcia 
Cindy Patton 
Lizbeth Patterson 
Kathleen Paul 
Patty Payne 
John Pepe 
Henry Perla 
Lynn Petta 
Rick Pileggi 
Rhetta Plotner 
John Pomber 
Veronica Poulton 
Barbara Powell 
Pamela Powell 
Cynthia Reed 
David Rodriguez 
Sharon Rogers 
Vicky Rogers 
Jon Rubich 
Richard Ruffi 
Linda Rule 
Judy Samples 
Pourandonht Sassanian 
linda Schell 
Jeffrey Schorner 
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136 
Karen Shea 
Wendy Spencer 
Nancy Sterling 
Stephen Stice 
Debra Strickland 
Susan Sullivan 
Gerald Sulsenti 
Dennis Swain 
Great Swami 
Louise Taylor 
Susan Taylor 
Norton Thaxter 
Harriett Thiele 
Mark Thomas 
Pearl Thomas 
Keith Thompson 
Linda Tice 
Anthony Tizzio 
James Tizzio 
Leonor Valasco 
Cynthia Weber 
Lisa Wellington 
David Whitehead 
Claudette Williams 
Ernestine Williams 
Russell Williams 
Renee Wills 
Donald Wilson 
Hilda Wilton 
Kevin Woods 
Joseph Wyman 
Carreen Youdbulis 
Mostafa Zibaie 
Noneen Ziemba 
Edward Bauder 
Lori Simpson 
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Angela Abbott 
Ali Abdallah 
Terri Abercrombie 
William Acree, Jr. 
Aletha Adams 
Lynn Adams 
Adewale Adewumi 
Amy Aley 
Victor Alford 
Cheree Allen 
Paul Allen 
Kathleen Allrid 
Julie Anderson 
Alice Andrews 
Pamela Ankney 
Janet Appleby 
Mathew Arena 
Ruth Armstrong 
Farid Ashdji 
Carl Ashley 
John Athoe, Jr. 
Penny Avant 
Abdulelah Ba-gabas 
Asghar Bagherinejad 
Marja Bagwell 
Brian Baker 
Jamey Baker 
Trey Baker 
Frank Barcena 
Debra Barnes 
Seniors 
Patrick Bauman 
Richard Baxter 
Janet Bayer 
Walter Beane, Jr. 
Charlie Beasley 
Larry Bedenbaugh 
Thracy Bennett 
Isabel Bermudez 
Mary Berry 
Hugh Blair 
James Blount 
James Boggess 
Joan Bogie 
Barbara Boston 
Sandra Bowin 
Donal Bradley 
Brenda Bracewell 
139 
140 
Doris Brady 
Joseph Brand 
Charles Bridges 
Keith Britton 
Cyntia Brown 
Lawrence Brown 
Philip Brown 
Vera Brown 
Marilyn Budzynski 
Gloria Bullman 
Abdurahman Bunaggassa 
Mary Bunk 
Eula Burnett 
Mary Burton 
Valerie Butler 
Connie Butterfield 
Stewart Calderwood 
Michael Callison 
Mitzie Candva 
Barbara Canty 
Cathy Capko 
David Carpenter 
Julie Carr 
Cyndie Carrodus 
Ronald Caswell 
Minh Cat 
Julia Chacon 
Nancy Chamberlain 
Alvin Chambers 
Keith Chance 
141 
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George Chandler, Ill 
William Chapman 
Ghassan Chahab 
Carol Clark 
Kim Codrey 
Connie Clark 
Timothy Clay 
Mark Clayton 
Laura Cole 
Charlie Coleman 
Nancy Collop 
Alex Colton 
Susan Conant 
John Concini 
Michael Cook 
Sidney Cope 
Andre Cornelio 
Patricia Coryell 
Donna Courtright 
Debra Cox 
Lisa Cox 
Peggy Cox 
Jeffrey Commer 
Sherry Crawford 
Michael Creighton 
Deborah Cress 
Robert Crimmins 
Anthony Crowder 
Diane Cuozzo 
Loretta Current 
Laverne Curry 
Kathleen Dahill 
Sharon Daniels 
Jeanne Danner 
Myla Dauplaise 
Karen Davis 
Maury Davis 
Norman Davis 
Suzanne Davis 
Deborah Deal 
Trina Dekle 
Aldo Delanoval 
143 
144 
Julie Denski 
Heena Desai 
Eileen Desmond 
Kathleen Dewick 
Windy Dickinson 
Linda Dillard 
Dorothy Dionne 
Stella Dodd 
Suzanne Dolan 
Cindy Dorff 
Douflas Downing 
Maryanne Drolshagen 
Willam Dunworth 
Susan Eberle 
Susan Eckerson 
Lloyd Edelman 
Clifton Edwards 
Brian Ehrlich 
Terry Eichhorn 
Felipe Eljaiek 
Deborah Elkins 
Michael Ellis 
Tricia Emmons 
Jannette Enriquez 
Barbara Esber-Koontz 
Fausto Escobar 
Eileen Evers 
Mahnaz Farhat 
Jose Farinas 
Donna Faulkner 
Gregory Feilner 
Marinell Fennel 
Arlene Fernandez 
Alan Ferree 
Mario Figueiredo 
Ashley Files 
Doug Fisher 
Susan Fisk 
Bob Fletcher 
Wallace Flitter, Jr. 
Jan Fluegel 
Nanette Foote 
Joan Forrest 
Douglas Foster 
Cindy Fouraker 
Nicholas Francisco 
145 
146 
Sandy Frantz 
Janet Free 
Paul Freeburn 
William Freeland 
Mark Fronczek 
Cathye Fuller 
Wesley Funk 
Mark Gager 
Carol Gardner 
Stephen Garrity 
Linda Gelow 
Sabrina Gilyard 
Karen Glennon 
Jack Goloff 
Gay-ann Goodman 
Avohn Goodwin 
Gary Gotwalt 
Annie Goshay 
Hiroe Granthum 
Donna Gray 
Karen Gray 
Gary Greenstein 
Frances Granner 
John Gresh 
Dale Haddock 
Stacia Haffner 
Frank Hahne! , Jr. 
Karen Haithcock 
Larry Hall 
Susan Hall 
James Hambright 
Eebie Hampton 
Melissa Hamrick 
Tara Hancock 
Sheryl-Anne Grierson 
Lenore Guastella 
Paula Gunter 
Charles Gutierrez 
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David Hanke dman 
Suzanne Har 
Marjorie H~~~~gton Colleen 
Kevin Harris 
Laurie Hart 
Debbie Haw~~: 
Barbara Hay 
Berna Hedman 
·d Heil 
Davl. ·a Heinmiller Patnc1 
Ger~rd.eH~~~~schel Maqon 
Steve Hepburn 
Luis Hernandez 
Maria Hernandez 
Hernandez Ma~d Hesari ~::t Higgins, Jr. 
Douglas ~ill 
William Hill 
John Hines 
Thomas Hlse 
Kelly Hoekstra 
Katrina Hoffman 
Earl Hooper 
149 
150 
Hillary Horner 
Kevin Houck 
James House, Jr. 
Diana Houston 
Randall Howard 
Sony Howard 
Mary Howard-Allen 
Richard Howe 
Gloria Hudson 
Frederick Hueston 
Nancy Hughes 
David Hull 
Ralph Hulsey, Jr. 
Lorna Hunter 
Carol Hyland 
Godfrey lgbrokwe 
Scott Ingalsbe 
Debbie Ingham 
Eddie Ishman 
William Irwin, Jr. 
Charline Jackson 
James Jahna 
Robert Jarvis, Jr. 
Donald Jelks, Ill 
James Johnsen 
Brenda Johnson 
Carolyn Johnson 
Loretta Johnson 
151 
152 
Candee Jones 
Laura Jones 
Lori Jones 
Susan Jones 
Rick Joyce 
Rafick Kafity 
Suhail Kafity 
Kurenai Kawaguchi 
Deborah Kaye 
John Keating 
Gary Kehoe 
Phyllis Keith 
Cynthia Keister 
Craig Keneipp 
Charles Kimball 
Curtis King, Jr. 
Robin Kitaif 
Kevin Klein 
Leigh Kniskern 
Lorna Koenig 
Anne Koepsell 
Dena Kollarik 
Mali Korman 
Jack Korner, Jr. 
Keith Kreager 
Lynne Kuster 
Chester Kwitowski 
Cliff Kwitowski 
Vicky Lambert 
Gerard LaMott 
153 
154 
Greg Lanham 
Maudie LaPlante 
Annette Lawrence 
Paul Lawrence, Jr. 
Laurel Legate 
Bonnie Leighty 
Craig Lemminn 
Douglas Lemmon 
Lisa Lewenthal 
Charles Lewis 
Patricia Linzy 
Jack Little, Jr. 
Robert Lloyd 
Kimberley Logsdon 
Millard Long, Jr. 
Robert Lord 
Lynne Lorincz 
Jarrett Lukens 
Lynn Lundy 
Sharon Lynch 
John Madden 
Matthew Mahan 
155 
.-
156 
Rosemary Mahoney 
Teri Mahoney 
Jenny Manning 
Kelley Manuel 
Paula Mariette 
Gerry Marino 
Coleen Markgraf 
Thomas Marklowitz 
Donna Marksbury 
Ken Marriott 
David Martin 
Judi Martin 
Linda Martin 
David Marsala 
Michael Mathias 
Anita Mathews 
Carolyn Matthews 
Teresa Mauldin 
Deborah Mavetz 
Mark Mayer 
Barbara McCann 
Maureen McClure 
Ruth McCormack 
Eric McCurry 
Paul McDaniel 
Patricia McFarland 
157 
158 
James McGough 
Sheila McGrath 
Linda McKee 
Donna McKenna 
Brian Mclarnon 
Willa Mcleod 
Ella McPhee 
Benjamin Meadows 
Matthew Medlock 
Howard Meeks 
Hillary Meister 
VoLU~TEER SERVICE 
BuREAU 
841- 7681 
Brian Mekarski 
Carl Malcher 
Judith Mellor 
Rosayn Menchan 
Wayne Mereck 
Gina Micalizio 
Bryan Miehe 
Frank Miles, Jr. 
Brown Miller 
Gregory Miller 
159 
160 
Timothy Mitchell 
Rose Moinzadeh 
J. Molpus 
Jacquelynn Moore 
Tom Moquaid 
Nora Morales 
Jean Moreau 
Delmer Morgan 
Harley Morgan, Jr. 
Scott Mulder 
Richard Murphy 
Rita Murphy 
Freddy Musarurwa 
Denise Myers 
Jon Myers 
Sylvia Myers 
Barbara Myrick 
Sebastian Namukolo 
Susan Nations 
Patricia Neal 
Jacqueline Nelson 
Kelly Newsome 
161 
162 
My Nguyen-Phu 
Birgitta Nilsson 
Andrew Naval 
Tom O'Brien 
Linda Olds 
Brett Olsson 
Gary Omlor 
Janet Ondich 
Diana Orlando 
Thomas O'Shaughnessy 
Gary Otto 
Karen Owings 
Carolyn Padgett 
Susan Padgett 
Ronald Pagano 
David Palmbach 
John Palmer 
Nancy Pando 
Peggy Pantling 
Barbara Pate 
Fidencio Pena, Jr. 
Nichola Penhaligon 
Laura Peters 
Flora Phi:lips 
Leonard Phillips 
Mark Phipps 
Cristina Pietri 
Scott Pilato 
Donna Pilgrim 
163 
164 
William Plansoen 
Eric Platero 
Rachel Platt 
Roy Platt 
Duane Pocock 
Sharran Pollard 
Bruce Pooley 
Cathryn Poppell 
Barry Protnowitz 
Kathi Prouty 
Louise Pulliam 
Stephanie Purvis 
Rosemary Quinlivan 
Madeline Raffe 
Marina Rahman 
Timothy Raney 
Ted Rassmann 
Ricky Raymond 
Brian Reed 
Amanda Reel 
165 
166 
Rita Rehm 
Margaret Reichle 
Deanna Renner 
Sidney Reynolds 
Judith Rhame 
Jackie Riley 
Susan Risley 
Derwood Roberts 
Janet Robinson 
Lynn Roebuck 
Helga Rogge 
Deborah Rollin 
Fermin Romero, Jr. 
Edgar Roque! 
Judith Rosario 
Diane Rosecrans 
Marilyn Rosenberg 
James Rosengren 
Marjorie Roulston 
Barbara Rouse 
Wayne Rovig 
Emily Rowe 
Thomas Rue 
William Ruland 
Linda Rush 
Michael Russell 
Ronald Rust 
David Ryder 
Stephen Rykowski 
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Jeffrey Ryther 
S. Ali Saadat 
Ahmad Sabrkhani 
Adel Safer 
Yves Sahtoe 
Cornelios Sampson 
Susan Sanborn 
168 
Jesus Sanchez 
Ann Sando 
Michele Saunder 
Anne Sandor 
Susan Sawyer 
Michael Schnake 
Mary Scott 
169 
170 
Kathy Schilsky 
Nancy Schwale 
Richard Searcy 
Richard Sellers, Jr. 
George Sewell 
Chung Shen 
Paul Sheesley 
Janice Shick 
Stephen Simmons 
Donna Simons 
Richard Simpson 
Dennis Sinacola 
Kenneth Singler 
Lee Shearin 
Charlene Smith 
Danielle Smith 
Debra Smith 
Jeffrey Smith 
Jerome Smith 
Joan Smith 
.' 
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Marilynn Smith 
Stephanie Smith 
Teresa Smith 
Wanda Smith 
Lisa Snow 
Thomas Sabey 
Jay Sole 
Eric Solomon 
Laura Sorrenti 
Sandra Southerland 
Kalynn Sparkman 
Lee Sparkman 
Lei Sparkman 
Donna Springer 
Scott Stalls 
Deborah Stalnaker 
Barton Stanley 
Michael Stapp 
Judith Steele 
Hilary Stockamp 
173 
~· 
·-: 
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Steven Stoff 
Brian Stokes 
Arthur Straehla 
Ronald Sweeney 
Bonnie Sylvia 
Hamid Taleghani 
Debra Taylor 
Eric Taylor 
Veronica Taylor 
Robert Tennant 
Terri Walters 
175 
176 
Douglas Thomas 
David Thomas, Jr. 
Anthony Thompson 
Marcel Thompson 
Rodney Thompson 
Timothy Tiralosi 
Kent Titcomb 
Danah Tompkins 
James Townsend 
Douglas Tribe 
Michael Traficante 
Thomas Tucker 
Abdullah Turkistani 
Bob Turner 
Pamela Tygielski 
Douglas Tyler 
Elaine Tyson 
Katherine Urban 
Stephen Ustler 
Cathleen Vanburen 
Donna Vanarsdale 
Kurt Vanzyl 
Lowell Vogel 
Jacqueline Wafer 
Mark Wagner 
Sylvia Waite 
177 
178 
Jack Walden 
Carolyn Walker 
Cathy Walker 
David Walker 
Carol Wall 
Katherine Wallace 
Elizabeth Walther 
Leona Ward 
Patrick Ward 
Patricia Warren 
Charla Waters 
Mark Wayson 
Alicia Weaver 
Claudia Webber 
Patricia Weeks 
Tracy Weiner 
Jon Werner 
Nori Wetherington 
Lauren Wharton 
Lisa Wheeler 
Jill White 
Maria White 
Candace Whitehead 
Leslie Whitley 
Clyde Whitman 
179 
180 
Kimberly Whitt 
Lori Widican 
Elinor Wilcox 
Jill Williams 
Larry Williams 
Mae Williams 
David Willis 
Cynthia Wilsey 
Matthew Wilson 
Jerilee Wily 
Dawn Wolfe 
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Patrick Young 
Neal Youngquist 
Lonni Zacco 
Antonio Zimeri 
Loretta Wolff 
Susan Wolfe 
Nancy Womack 
David Woodruff 
David Woods 
Johnnie Woods 
John Yanas 
Margaret Yates 
Deborah Yearout 
Junichi Yokoyama 
Michael Young 
Cindy Zimmerman 
Kim Zurawicki 
Nora McCann 
Hossain Haghighat 
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Homecoming 1980 
1980 Homecoming King and Queen, Russel Doerk and Angela Abbott 
(standing in front) Karin Cooke and Steve Simmons, last year's Homecoming King and Queen. (back row left to right) 1980 Homecoming 
Court: Russel Doerk (Tau Kappa Epsilon), Angela Abbott (Tau Kappa Epsilon), Les Eiserman (Pi Kappa Alpha), Rosemary Johson (Delta Delta 
Delta), Tim Heath (Kappa Delta), Heena Desai (Tau Beta Pi), James Blount (Lamda Chi Alpha), Sarah Trowbridge (Pi Beta Phi), Ken Jones 
(Sigma Alpha Epsilson), Heidi Schick ( Sigma Alpha Epsilon). 
183 
Homecoming: Tacky 
184 
Tourist Party 
185 
The bonfire at Lake Clair started off Homecoming Week. 
The WLOF parrot appeared at the Homcoming game. 
The UCF Knight 
The cheerleaders performed at the Homecoming pep rally, held at Rosie O'Grady's. 
186 
Homecoming parade 
187 
Dr. 
188 
Tribute to the late 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Today, we all have come to pay homage to an apostle of nonviolence, 
one of the most publicized Black preachers in America, a leader of the people's 
army, a celebrated civil rights leader, a 20th century world hero, a Nobel prize 
winner, and lastly - a man, his name, Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
I realize that I can never fully express in words, all of the reasons why 
we as a people would honor this Black American martyr, because words can 
nEwer fully captivate the beliefs, the accomplishments and the dreams of this 
God-sent man. 
. Nevertheless, we know that Dr. King died so that students like us and 
all across the nation could have the right to choose where we wanted to go 
to school without having armed police escort, he died in the hopes· that 
businessmen like the ones seated here today would have an equal opportunity 
to advance beyond the mediocre jobs that were thrown at him for so long. 
Martin Luther King died in the hopes that we would no longer have to 
shuffle from ghetto to ghetto, but could abtain decent housing like everyone 
else. He died in the hopes that just as water from the sky is called rain, and 
a bird is called a sparrow - a Black man could have a name and no longer 
would his first name be j'Nigger" and his last name "boy". 
But above all, Martin Luther King died with the hope in his heart that we 
as a people shall "overcome". 
This man, Dr. Martin Luther King shed his blood for all these things and 
the purpose of our being here today is to remember the life and death of 
this man, and not let his bloodshed be in vain. 
We shall remind ourselves of his dream that one day little Black boys and 
little Black girls can join hands with little White boys and little White girls and 
walk together as sisters and brothers. And let us not forget his everlasting 
dream that one day this nation will rise up and live in a nation where we will 
not be judged by the color of our skin, but by the content of our character. 
We believe that he is significant today, not only as the leader of a 
movement that changed the country, but as an advocate of non-violent 
methods of social change in our violent times today. 
Therefore, with these things in mind, let us hereby proceed to honor on 
this day, January 15, the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jan. 1929 - April 
1968. 
"We will not forget his sacrifice, and we will continue his work." 
Written by: Natalie J. Cunningham 
Student, UCF 
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THE PLAYERS 
Lily Blossom ....................... ......................... ...... ...... .......... Yvette Manson 
Rose Blossom . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . ... . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . Cheryl Donovan 
Ned Harris ........................................ ............. ...... .... .. ........ John Smalbein 
Wild Bill Hickok .............................. ... .... ... .......... ................ Ron McDuffie 
Calamity Jane .. .... ... ...... .................. ... ... ... ... ....... ..... ... .. .......... Lee Hendry 
Blackman Redburn ............................................................... John Bishop 
Pong Ping .............................................................................. Dennis Funk 
Judge Nix ....................... ...................... ......... ...................... Tracy Frenkel 
Molly Loveless ................................................................... Barbara Barett 
Sheriff Loveless ................................................................... Paul Annable 
Chet Pussy ............... ........................................................... Steve Greear 
La Paloma .................. ....... ................... ............... .... .............. Ellen Walter 
Piono Andy .......................................... ................................. John Boldon 
Teetotal Tessie .......................................... ...................... Michele Epstein 
Teetotal Girls ... ........... ... .. ............ .......... ..... .... .. ................ ........ . Judy Wall 
Donna Bickford 
Songstress . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . Anne Smith 
Extras . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . Steven Heisler 
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Jeff Dannels 
Peter Granton 
Deadwood 
Dick 
Promises, 
CAST OF CHARACTERS 
(In order of appearan·~e) 
Chuck Baxter .................... . ... · .- ............... Rick- Pearrow 
J . D. Sheldrake ....................... .. .. . . . ............ Ken Titus 
Fran Kubelik ........................................ Dawn Ornstein 
"Bartender Eddie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steve Rivet 
Mr. Dobitch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Andy DiCarlo 
Sylvia Gilhooley .................................. :;- .. Amelia Eden 
Mr. Kirkeby .. . ......... . .... . .................. . . . ... Frank Breslin 
Mr. Eichelberger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kenn Stricker 
Vivien Della Hoya ... . .... . ..................... . ... Judy Wisniewski 
Dr. Dreyfu~s .............. . .... . .... . ................. Tom Harrow 
-Jesse Vanaerhof ............................ . ........... Bill Baxter 
Dentist's Nurse . ....... ~ . . . .. ....... .. . . . . ............ Donna Crook 
Company Nurse .................. .. ................ Stephanie Purvis 
Company Doctor .... . ... .. ... . .... . .................. Allan Ornstein 
Peggy Olson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lynn Horowitz 
Lum Ding Hostess ..................................... Donna Crook 
Waiter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Neal Driscoll 
Madison Square Garden Attendant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gary Hayes 
Dining Room Hostess . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kim Veroski 
Miss Polansky .................... . ................. Dianne Stricker 
Marge MacDougall ................................•... Patricia Zych 
Helen Sheldrake ................................ . . . ... ·Donna Crook 
Karl Kube 1:k ........... ·................. . ............. Lars Rusins 
New York Executive ......... . ........................ Allan Ornstein 
Interns and theirs dates ...................... Neal Driscoll. Gary Hayes 
· Kim Veroski. Stephanie Purvis 
Orchestra Voices 
MARY BEARD. DONNA BICKFORD:JILL COOK. PATRICIA ZYCH 
-ORCHESTRA-
Conductor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steven Powell 
Keyboards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lynn Peghiny 
Reeds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Susan Wilson. Roberta Morris, Terri Roberts 
Brass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joe Lombardi. Ann Ott, 
James Wehr. David Edwards 
Bass ............................. . ................. ... . Philip Ellis 
Percussion . . .. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert \Valko 
Promises 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
Director .............. · ................................ Ken Lawson 
Musical Director . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steven Powell 
Choreographer .............................. .. ..... Judy Wisniewski 
Production Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gary Hayes 
Stage Manager ............... . ........................ , Debbi Zap pi 
Assistant Stage Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steve Rivet 
Lighting Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harrison ··Mac .. McLaughlin 
Lighting Crew Head .' ..................... . ............. Dave Druhan 
Lighting Crew ........... .. ............. Don Bergquist, Allan Radcliffe 
Set Contruction and Painting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gary Hayes 
Stage Crew ............... Cathy Kane, Allan Ornstein. Stephanie Purvis 
Costume Coordinator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kenn Stricker 
Sound ............. . ............................... Bob Boardman 
Properties ............................................ Debbi Zappi 
Make-up .............................. Lori Widican, Christine Wilson 
Graphics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gary Hayes 
Publicity and Tickets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Francese 
Dinner Theatre Arrangements '32 Reservations . . . . . . . . . . . Linda Giannini 
Administrative Assistants ................. . . Doris Butcher, Cathy Kane 
Rehearsal Pianist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lynn Peghiny 
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Campus Entertainment 
Shango Steel Drum Band 
Gene Cotton 
196 
Peyton Brothers 
.. 
Michael Johnson 
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1980 Presidential 
Election 
Ronald 
Regan 
John 
Anderson 
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THE 
1981 
PEGASUS 
YEARBDDH 
STAFF 
SITTING: (left) Sandra Clark, Assistant Editor; (right) Kathleen Johnson, Editor; STANDING: Jennifer Joslin, 
Clubs and Organizations Editor. NOT PICTURED: Mark Bridwell , Staff. 
Andy Long, Staff Photographer (left) Jim Scanlon, Staff Photographer; (right) Jill Ross, Staff 
Photographer; Not Pictured: Ann Cristian, Staff Photographer. 
(left to right) Bruce Domlovich, Staff Photographer; Joyce Wade, Assistant Photography Editor; David Bittle, Photography Editor; 
Rick Searcy, Staff Photographer. 
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Student 
Government 
Student Government was chartered in 1968, at what was then Florida 
Technological University. Over the years, as the university has grown so has the 
Student Government Association until today it now has a budget of over one million 
dollars. 
Some of the areas Student Government are the Recreation Department, 
lntramurals, Intercollegiate Athletics, the Student Center, Dental Aid, Legal Aid, and 
many other projects services and organizations. 
There are three branches of Student Government, the Executive, the Legislative 
(Senate), and the Judicial Council. The Executive and Legislative Branches are elected 
by the student body, while the Judicial Council is appointed by the President of the 
Student Body and confirmed by the Senate. 
The President of the Student Body, James Blount. 
The Vice-President of the Student Body, Marcos Marchena. 
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L 
·Ill 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES: First Row - (left to right) Jennifer Joslin, Lynda Crews, Eileen Samelson. (South 
Orlando). 2nd Row - Matt Weber, Chris Stevenson, Jim Feuerstein. 3rd Row - Eric Jungklaus, Bob Larr, David Rodriguez, 
Joe Brand (Brevard), Cleve Acree. Not Pictured - Rob Rotter (Daytona), Tico Perez, Tom Gergora, Allen Johnson, Carol 
Roy. 
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BUSINESS SENATORS (left to right) 1st ROW: Kathy Wingate, Kathleen Johnson. 2nd ROW: Mike Cook, 
Nancy Sterling, 3rd ROW: Jeff Shorner, David Mosher. NOT PICTURED - Bob Brilliante, Barton Weeks. 
HEALTH SENATORS (left to right) Sandra Clark, Natalie Cunningham. 
GENERAL STUDIES SENATORS: Randy Lewis. NOT PICTURED: Belinda Neal. 
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EDUCATION SENATORS (bottom to top): Becky Cranston, Cindy Bauman, Vanessa Godfrey, Mark 
Donaldson. NOT PICTURED: Jewell Johnson. 
f: 
AT LARGE SENATORS (left to right) George Chandler, Luarel McComber, Cindy Roberts. NOT PICTURED: Ray 
Gates, Heidi Schick. 
ENGINEERING SENATORS (left to right): Kim Ballard, John Pomber, Gary 
Rogers. NOT PICTURED: David Palmback, Kim Veroski. 
(left to right) Steve Throneberry, Director of Student Services; John Yanas, Executive Adviser; Wendell French, Comptroller; Joanne Haman, Director of Public Relations; Stu Calderwood, Attorney 
General; Jeff Fleming, Vice President's Adviser. NOT PICTURED: Dave Lennox. State Advocate, Pete Morlock, Parliamentarian. 
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Soprano 
Lindy Brooks 
Kathy Cole 
Paula Disbrow 
Debbie Hawkins 
Heidi Hayes 
jTeresa Irwin 
.Edna Kinsey 
Vicky Lambert 
Pam Ludwig 
Julie Lyon 
My Manco 
Carolyn Matthews 
Donna McArthur 
Cathy O'Malley 
Janis Ormanian 
Karla Pisciotta 
Bernyce Powell 
Lynne Thornton 
Linda Tice 
Tina Wehmeier 
Dawn Wolfe 
Patricia Zych 
Flutes 
Rita Stefan 
Tim Brock 
George Allgaier 
Piccolo 
George Allgaier 
Oboes 
Terri Roberts 
Robert B. Peterson Ill 
Clarinets 
Susan Wilson 
Andy Coburn 
Bassoons 
Debby Pipkins 
Jack Mcintosh 
UCF Chorus 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
CHORUS 
Conductor, Steven Powell 
Alto 
Ruth Armstrong 
Donna Bickford 
Terry Bivins 
Margaret Bunck 
Connie Clark 
Robin Douglas 
Maudrie Fleming 
Jean Gillis 
Phyllis Gordon 
Lauren Hess 
Brenda Layman 
Anna Mathews 
Kathy Modlin 
Mandi Reel 
Terri Roberts 
Sherry Robinson 
Anne Smith 
Terry Stuckey 
Lisa Wellington 
Robbye Youmans 
Alisa Youngblood 
Assistant conductor, Kathy Modlin 
Rehearsal Accompanists, Lynn Peghiny 
Janis Ormanian 
Tenor 
John Bagley 
Tim Conyers 
Andrew Kennedy 
Jack Little 
David Ludwig 
Bill Mclaughlin 
Chuck Rogers 
Bill Smalbein 
Keith Wilson 
Bass 
Richard Branch 
George Grace 
John Hillebrandt 
Wayne Hundley 
Bill Jennings 
Dennis Kachikis 
Mike Mobley 
Mike Petrovice 
Britt Pfann 
David Pinter 
Chris Schnick 
UCF WIND, BRASS and PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE 
Horns 
R. Tom Shaffer 
Ann Ott 
Russell Sorenson 
Trumpets 
Mark Barron 
Jeff Freund 
Trombones 
Keith J. McKeen 
Larry Tuck 
Jamie Wehr 
Tuba 
Steve Fisher 
Timpani 
David Edwards 
Percussion 
Kelly Frye 
Roberta Morris 
Harp 
Rosalyn Beck 
Organ 
Donna Marksbury 
Piano 
Lynn Peghiny 
CHAMBER SINGERS: (Steven Powell, Director) SOPRANO; Lindy Brooks, Teresa Irwin, Carolyn Matthews, Linda Tlce, Patricia Zych. ALTO; Connie Clark, 
Heidi Hayes, Lauren Hess, Vicky Lambert, Kathy Modlin, Anne Smith. TENOR; John Bagley, Bill Mclaughlin, Bill Smalbeln. BASS; Michael Holt, Wayne 
Hundley, Gerald Painter, David Pinter, (Lynn Peghiny, Accompanist; Kathy Modlin, Assistant Director) 
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Army ROTC 
Since it was established in 1979, the Army R.O.T.C. program has grown under the leadership of 
Major James D. Hornaday. Starting with twelve students, it has expanded to one of the largest 
organizations on campus with sixty three members. 
j This year the formation of the Color Guard and the Ranger program provided cadets with the 
,opportunity for extracurricular activities. 
~ The R.O.T.C. training program, under the able supervision of Sergeant First Class John A. Hill, was 
expanded to include: drownproofing, rapelling, field training exercises, drill and ceremonies, and the 
unit 's first Airborne jump. 
Social activities included: the Military Ball, a Halloween party, a Christmas party, and a Spring 
picnic. 
The ultimate goal of the R.O.T.C. program is to produce highly trained officers for the U.S. Army, 
Army Reserve, and National Guard. This year, thirteen new 2nd Lieutenants were commissioned. 
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Beta Alpha Psi 
FRONT ROW: (left to right) R. Quinlivan, M. Schmitt, M. Lenk. P. Warren, Q. Willison, S.A. Grierson, M. Wllderson, J. Woody. 2nd ROW: C. Oro, L. Lopez, B. McCann, A. 
Telleria, J . Bayer, C. Wall , J. Manning, D. Woodruff. 
Student Accounting Society 
FRONT ROW: (left to right) Penny Akely, Dale Husted, Keith Evans. 2nd ROW: Harry Ericson, Kim Bryson, Jerry Woody, Mary Schmitt, Carlos Oro, Sonny Howard, Carol Wall, Wanda 
Nienhuis, Judy Samples, Margie Lenk. 3rd ROW: Karl Fennimore, B. Stewart, Karen Lazarus, Barbara McCann, Cindy Sevraes, Ana Telleria, Jackson Zeary, Janet Bayer, Earl Johns, Michael 
Kimball, Alan Young. 4th ROW: Steve Rumsey, Susan Hall, Susan Risley, Rose Quinlivan, Freddy Musarurwa, S. Diehl, P. Warren, M. Wilkerson, L. Sykes, B. Jefferson, L. Adams, A. Hair, 5th 
210 ROW: B. Bagwell, V. Smith, L. Lopez, K. Logsdon, Q. Willison, L. DeQuattro, S. A. Grierson, J. Manning, H. Rew, Ben Finley, D. Woodruff. 
Delta Tau Delta 
FRONT ROW: (left to right) Brett Stanaland, Roger Hanak, John Murphy, David Slaiman. 2nd ROW: Michael Intrieri, Mike 
Healy, Wayne Hessler. NOT PICTURED: Bruce Giles, Chris VonderPorten, Arnie Ray, Frank Breslin, Dan Mullally. 
Kappa Sigma 
FRONT ROW: (left to right) John Moore Jr., Joe Lucouici, Jim Borkowski, Dan Strachan. 2nd ROW: Jeff Ryther, Dennis Berner, Dave Murphy, Bob Rinehart, Jim Williams, Wendell French, 
Fred Bandy. 3rd ROW: Greg Kimbriel, Chuck Moffat, Shawn Me Fadden, Mike Williams, Mike Danagher, Mike Ellis, Bob Fletcher. 
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Delta 
Delta 
Delta 
Front row (left to right) Allison Murray, Terry Taylor, Susan Golda, Priscilla Imburgia, Margie Johnson, Katie French, Vicki Gates, Susan Bradshaw, Laura Orlando, Donna VanOrsdale, Mary Collison, Peggy Biggs;(second 
row) Linsay Row, Elaine Beall, Lynn Tyree, Debi Blair, Susan Eberle, Dara Hoffman, Pam Carr, Leslie Olsen, Cindy Keel, Rosemary Johnson, Elizabeth Millhouse, Karen Fink; (third row) Sue Wolfe, Gayle Parker, Desiree 
Perez, Laurel Strawn, Brenda Smith, Lisa Nielsen, Jenny Marmetscke, Ann McFarlane, Robin King, Leslee Abbaticchio, Terri Abbott, Marie Cappabianca, Melissa Cain, Roxanne Schiedel, Cindy Gantt; (fourth row) 
Kathy Allrid, Tammy Briley, Sharon Kossler, Kim Stamatin, Karen Wixson, Linda Yacobian, Sharon Blades, Lori Schneider, Donna Denicole, Kit Brumby, Diane Bornmann, Dawn Tibbetts, Phyllis Ednie, Dawn Kurth, 
Lorilee Flynn, Kitty Cooper,, Sherry Elkins, Debbie McCarty, Ronda Devore; (!:>etween rows 3 and 4) Patti Horne, Robin Nelson, Patti Harkins; (fifth row) Linda Alonge, Wendy Hutchinson, Jill Richards, Amy Hllston. 
Jenny Buchhold, Leann Teipel;~ Kathy Kreinheder, Jan Crow, Kathy Gover, Karen Sandberg, Robin Hood, Cheryl Campbell, Debbie Bootes, Valerie Overstreet, Maria deJesus, Valerie Zappala, Teresa Skipper, Elizabeth 
Brown, Connie Eckenrod, Donna Farrer. 
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FRONT ROW: (left to right) Stacy Haffner, Mary Woodard, Cheryl Campbell. 2nd ROW: Patti Maples, Laura Peters, Lori Mikell, Donne Denicole, Terry Bartling, Donna Farrer. 
SEATED: (left to right) Terry Taylor, Stacy Haffner, Laura Peters, Cheryl Campbell, Lori Mikell. STANDING: Mary Woodward, Terry Bartling, Patti Maples, Donna Farrer. 
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Association Of International Students 
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FRONT ROW: (left to right) Sheikh Ahmed, Wann Chong, Freddy Musarurwa, Eric Th'ng, Jimmy Tlng, Raymond Th'ng, Dallpslngh. 2nd ROW: Edeltraud Bertlein, Adewale Adewumi, Robert 
Swaby, Charles Ramdatt, Joseph Ramon Lirio Conyor, Gani Oginni, Dominica Siu, Kent Chi, Susan Wong, Afsaneh Jalilzadeh, Damarys Lee, Ria Echteld, Jennifer Bragg, Isabel Bermudez. 3rd ROW: 
S. S. Dixit, Taha Zatari, Miguel Collazo, Richard Reyes, Alejandro Bermudez, Edmund Chieuw. 4th ROW: Carl Rampersad , Kelvin Forde, Saleh Mukren, M. Moujahed, Afxendiov Andzeas. 
Baptist Campus Ministry 
FIRST ROW: Hal Burke (Director). 2nd ROW: Nelson Hom. 3rd ROW: Randy Sherwood. 4th ROW: Philip Fohn. 5th ROW: Edward Varona. 6th ROW: Dave Martin. 7th ROW: 
Nancy Hughes, Debbie Ball, Pat Nelson, Barbara Wilde, Robin Douglas, Sheree Godbee, Irma Matrai, Gwen Hanks. 8th ROW: Randy Howard. 9th ROW: Bill Boylston. 10th 
ROW: Gary Omlor. 
Alpha 
Chi 
Omega 
FRONT ROW: (right to left) Anne Seed (NCFA), Carol Roy, Rose Tank, Anita Mathews, Michele Fitzgerald, Dana Menk. 2nd ROW: Darlene Shumate, Robin Phillips, Vivian Katz, Judy Stone, Belinda 
Phillips. 3rd ROW: Janice Weightman, Laura Tobler, Laurel Sklenar, Susan Masters, Ira Heise. 4th ROW: Debbie Shumate, Kristi Parrish, Lisa Adams, Trish Moletteire, Suzanne Roulston. 5th ROW: 
Robin Winkler, Gina Micalizio, Nancy Thompson, Vickie Couture, Carole Ortega, Debra Lenz. 6th ROW: Barbara Ouellette, Janine Burrier, Patti Phillips, Julie Norris, Sylvia Desvernine. 7th ROW: Kelly 
O'Rourke, Donna Simons, Barb Rudzki, Joni Perry. 8th ROW: Lori Widican, Lise Amundrud, Sue Walker, Michelle Hoffman, Carreen Youdbulous 
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soe\ety of 
FRONT ROW: (left to right) T. Wells, J. Debo (instructor), W. Funk, D. Szabo, M. Anders, K. Smith, D. Jones, H. L. Griffith (instructor), Dr. Hubler, C. 
Head, R. Dehler. 2nd ROW: R. Demasi, R. Ring, R. Sellers, R. Howard, F. Hahnel, R. Howe, E. Perez, J. Farimas, M. Myers, M. Marquez, J. Elkins, C. Clark, 
G. LaMott. 3rd ROW: R. Brodsky, M. Rados, H. Bates, E. Vance, A. Straner, M. Lankes, R. Lloyd, D. Dickman, E. Hull, C. Morris, P. Tygielski, J. Conner, V. 
Buckley, J. Nohava. 4th ROW: R. England, J. Boorde, L. Hicks, M. Adcock, Y. Sahtoe, J. Fritz, J. Stivender, R. Dozier, R. Coley, T. Roberts, R. Mayne, J. 
Hoke, M. Fortin, D. Pastore, D. Jones. 
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Order 
of 
Omega 
Front row (left to right): Angela Abbott, Frank Barcena, Ashley Files, Anthony Thompson, Kim Albritton, Rosie Johnson, Doug Rose, Candee Jones, Herman 
2nd row: Stan Storer, Eebie Hampton, Crystal Milstead, Beth Hune, Kathy Gunther, Kathy Allrid , Hillary Horner, Karen Pearce, Donna Denicole, Jimmie Ferrel, 
Kim McAroy 3rd row: Dr. Pete Fisher, John Gresg, Kirk Jenne, Shawn McFadden, Mike Cook, Phil Koonce, Keith Kreager, John Yanas, Mark Glickman, Billy 
Johnston, Tom O'Brien. 
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Front Row (left to right): Steve Ralston, Rick Hudson, J. Schlagel, Greg Warren, Robert D. Williams, Ricky Estremera, Bob Addonizio, Glen Wilson, Brian 
Forgue. 2nd Row: Chris Russo, Stephen H. Gould, Billy Johnston, Greg Dessert, Clay Newbill, Daren Mays, Gregory Wilson, Guy D. Linder. 3rd Row: Terry Back, 
Todd Sundeen, Pat Young, Tony Tassone, Mark Phipps, Keith Britton, Les Eiserman, James Foster, Danny Cone, Doug Rose, Steve Boyles. 4th Row: Dave Bon 
Fleur, Chris Henderson, Rick Mann, Cliff Edwards, Bill Sagues, Ralph Strenglein, Michael Lutz, James Ivers, Rob Page, W. Scott Ryerson, Michael Singleton. 
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Pi 
Kappa 
Alpha 
Little Sisters of Pi 
OFFICERS (left to right) 
Clay Newhill Secretary 
Steve Ralston Sgt. of Arms 
Doug Rose President 
Les Eiserman Vice President 
Daren Mays Treasurer 
Kappa Alpha 
Front Row L to R: Barbara Emerson, Konni Smith, Jill Moss, Linda Rule, Renee Sienkiewicz, Teresa Brown, Trish Moletteire, 
Kim Faires 2nd Row: Debbie Bootes, Sue Wolfe, Dale Law, Debbie Culver, Donna Denicola, Maura Dolan, Ricky Estremera. 
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Nursing 
Society 
1st ROW: (left to right) J. Green, Evelyn Mobbs, Charlotte Shane, Marissa Tremblay, Wilma Pratten, Pam Arnold , Cindy Brown, Heidi Haefley, V. Brenson. 
2nd ROW: J. Darner, Becky H II , Barbara Corey, Cathy Snyder, Darcy Crowe, Lori Hill , Rosemary Mahoney, Cathy Winner, Rosemary Natorantonio, Linda Keith , 
Debbie Hanada, B. Chase. 3rd ROW: S. Martin , Bob Rice, Barbara White, Kelly Manuel, Linda Martin, Ellen Julian , Flora Phill ips, Kathy Neil, Wendy Sullivan, Joyce 
Padgett , Drew Skinner, P. Gordon. 
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Delta 
Pi 
Front row (left to right): Robin Campbell , Cindi Guild , Linda Rule, Jill Moss 2nd row: Andrea Palermo, Mary Ennis, Lori Jensen, Sharon Lewis, Julie Allen, 
Kelly McKnight 3rd row: Lynn Head, Mary Wall, Carla Hancock, Gina Cowart , Linda Neitzke, Sharon Hines, Pam Mewes 4th row: Tamara Cornwell , Kristi Smith , 
Karla Bundy, Sherrie Jones, Sue Josberer, Lynn Murphy, Beth Munro _Not Shown: Linda Akos, Roseann Amato, Ruth Brandow, Jane Day, Carol Dessert, Maura · 
Dolan, Linda Labbe, Beth McCormick, Susan Parker, Jill Rod is, Maria Sauro, Connie Smith, Becky Thompson , Patty Wall , Robin White. 
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Pi 
Beta 
Phi 
1st ROW: (left to right) Mary La Rock, Kim Knollman, Peggy Crawford, Sue Krauss, Helga Rogge, Barbie Wilson, Clarissa Clifton, Jerri Goldberg, Amy Berman, 
Cindy Conch. 2nd ROW: Lee Driefer, Amy Vanzant, Susan Neel, Cindy Payne, Lynn Cavanagh, Paula Gunter, Heidi Schick, Margie Emmett, Linda/Eckman, Kristin 
Boardman, Anne Christian, Karen Smith. 3rd ROW: Kim Roe, Anita Sanchez, Janis Ormanian, Patty Clark, Joanna Chen, Shawn Lewis, Yvonne Metcalf, Susie 
Overstreet, Susan Pira, Maria Kain , Sandy Frantz, Kathy Tagul, Joanne Haman, Sarah Trowbridge. 4th ROW: Debbie Deemer, Nancy Tirschwell, Heidi Lancaster, 
Connie Cultraro, Sherri Belle, Penny Luposello, Kim Albritton, Valery Ninos, Vicki Harkrider. 
r 
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University of Central Florida 
Marketing Club 
1st ROW: (left to right) Tom Blake, Elizabeth O'Connor, Susan Smith, Jamie Eaddy, Mary Bunk, David Mosher, Diane Raddley, Deborah Welch, Jeff Schomer. 
2nd ROW: Mike Cook, John Spolski, Greg Wilson, Debbie Smith, Eddy " Baby" Llorca, Michelle Davis, Marsha Fitzgerald , Nancy Fritz, Susan Nations. 
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Lamda 
Chi 
Alpha 
FRONT ROW: (left to right) Mike Manglardi , Bob Pacetelli , Stewart Calderwood , Tom Messina, Scott Lavendol, Tim Clay, Rod Herbeck. 2nd ROW: 
Greg Elam, Wes Funk, Mike Messing, Craig Wollam, Wayne Malagon, Rick Houser, Anthony Thompson , Steve Simmons, Rice Potter, David Rodriguez, 
Andy Dileretto, Mario Sandavol , Bob Duryea, Craig Lemmin. 3rd ROW: Tim Raney, Dave Lavendol , Gordon Broadhead, John Yanas, Brian McDonell , Mark 
Thomas, Gerry Holler, Jim McCowan, Tim Hayes. 4th ROW: George Chandler, Dennis Delos Reyes, Nick Yanas, Randy Lewis, Kevin Burdett, David Kiser, 
Johnny Madison, Ricky Anderson, Gray Hudson, Lou Saczano. 5th ROW: Bill McAfee, Larry Rumbough , Scott Harris, Curt Jones, Ken Willians, Cleve 
Acree, Bruce Baver, Kevin White, Bill Fowler, Craig Jones. 6th ROW: John Hreckel , Steve Burdett , Jeff Lohman, Rich Tornese, Walt Skinner, Tim Furton, 
Steve Throneberry. 
Beta 
Gamma 
Sigma 
Beta Gamma Sigma is the National Scholastic Honor Society in the field of Business 
Administration. Its objectives are " to encourage and reward scholarship and accomplishment 
among students of Business and Administration , to promote the advancement of education 
in the art and science of Business and to foster integrity in the conduct of business 
operations. " Election into membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest scho.astic honor 
that a student in Business Administration can attain . 
Chapter Officers: David N. Woodruff, President; Margarita M. Lenk, Vice President; 
Clarence G. Avery, PhD, Secretary - Treasurer; Anna Louise Knuckolls, Recording and 
Corresponding Secretary. 
FRONT ROW (left to right) Dr. William McCartney, Mary Bunk, Wayne Bond, Margarita Lenk. 2nd ROW: Dr. John H. Salter, Dr. John Cheney, 
David N. Woodruff, Dr. Clifford Eubank (Dean), Dr. E. Theodore Veit. 
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socie )J for advancement of management 
of the american management as ociations 
IT ALL HAPPENS WHEN YOU ARE A MEMBER OF 
S.A.M. 
INTRODUCES you to fellow students who share your 
interests, problems and career objectives 
STRENGTHENS your resume with a professional 
credential 
MOVES your career on a faster track 
DEVELOP a wide array of managerial skills 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 
GUEST SPEAKERS 
LOCAL TOURS 
DEVELOP LEADERSHIP ABILITIES 
(front to back) Renee Strickland, V.P. Membership; 
David Carpenter, Treasurer; Mark S. Fronczek, V.P. 
Programs; Dennis Krazel , President; Dr. R. Reidenbach, 
Faculty Adviser. NOT PICTURED: Julie Burrell , Secretary; 
Linda Herring, V.P. Public Relations. 
FRANK BARCENA 
JAMES BOGGESS 
WAYNE BOND 
JULIE BURREL** 
DAVID CARPENTER** 
PAUL CASSADY 
SHERRI CHEEK 
LAWRENCE COOK 
CYNTHIA COUCH 
ALBERT FERNANDEZ 
MARK S. FRONCZEK* * 
JOEL FULLER 
GLORIA GIUNTA 
HAROLD HALCOMB 
MICHAEL HILLER 
LINDA HERRING** 
THOMAS HOOVER 
HENRY HOWARD 
RICHARD KRISTE 
KEVIN KLEIN 
DENNIS KRAZEL * * 
LAURENCE LACKEY* 
CHARLES LEWIS 
JUDITH MARTIN* 
CHARLA MCCREARY 
DONALD MCMANUS 
BILL MILLER 
ROBYN MITHCHELL 
LOUISE NUCKOLLS* 
MARK PHIPPS 
MIKE PORTEN 
SHIRLEY POWER 
DEBORAH REARDON 
WAL TEA ROBINSON 
DEANNA ROUTH 
RICHARD RUFFI* 
DAN SOYER 
ROBERT STONE 
RENNEE STRICKLAND** 
ELLEN SUDDERTH 
KAREN SUNDBERG 
DAVID THOMAS 
RICHARD WHITAKER 
JULIE WHITNEY* 
OFFICER WINTER, SPRING** 
OFFICER FALL QUARTER* 
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College 
Republicans 
FRONT ROW: (left to right) Margaret Wimberly, Jill White (Historian), Kim Veroski, Holly Haymond (Recording Secretary), Gerry York (Chairman). 2nd ROW: 
Dwight Kleine (Treasurer), Glenn Bryant (Secretary), Tom Keefev, Dan Bellware (Newsletter), Jim Moore, 3rd ROW: Gary Schmal, Vernon Bell, Ginny Smith, Ken 
Paschall. 
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Preprofessiona-l Medical Society 
I 
The P.M.S. members are: (left to right) Joan Spelzhausen, Jill Morris, Kathy Ross, Donna Springer, Joyce Wade (secretary), David Bittle (president), Tim 
Tiralosi (v. president), Colleen Healy (treasurer), Chip Evans, Nancy Hughes, Jody Faulk, Kim Jordan, Marilyn Townsend. 
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1st ROW: (left to right) Jose Alvarez, John Schwartz, Keith Thompson, Tom Zambrano, Bob Shirley, Brian Brown, Raul Lopez, 
Frank Barcena, Wayne Kalish. 2nd ROW: Tom Blake, Jon Rubich, Stan Storer, Frank Reindl, Bob Terry, Mike Daigle, Eddie 
Kazmierski. 3rd ROW: Thad Czapka, Mark Glickman, Tony Higgins, Rich West, Mike Pinn, Brad Chase, John Gresh. 
Stigma J\lpqa tEpsilnn 1J1rntrrnity 
FLORIDA EPSILON CHAPTER PROVINCE NU-EPSILON 
Little Sisters Of Minerva 
1st ROW: Jose Alvarez. 2nd ROW: (left to right) Lisa Chambliss, Eebie Hampton, Laura Tobler, Dominique Cassagnol, Miriam 
D' Aurora, Debbie Newnham, Linda Mohr, Wendy Sprncer, Michelle Eno, Jari Scheuerman, Susan Masters. 3rd ROW: Carole Ortego, 
Heidi Lancaster, Amrah Moore, Pam Carr, Jackie Benton, Kathy Black, Margaret Monaghan, Eve Ent, Debbie King, Arlene Fernandez. 
ZTA 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
1st ROW: (left to right) Sue Bedard, Liz Barker, Cindy Lenz, Janis O'Brien, Cindy Williams, Cary Via, Teresa Brown, Angie Sudyka. 2nd ROW: Becky 
Cranston, Debi Stein, Dominique Cassagnol, Anne Spears, Arlene Fernandez, Becky Hune, Barbara Swanson, Terry Malys. 3rd ROW: Dawn Milstead, Cindy 
Brown, Linda Mohr, Debbie Newnham, Mary Beth Bourne, Amy Matter, Barbara Newnham, Crystal Milstead, Kathi Christoff, Lorna Hunter, Andra Luke, 
Pam Fraser, Kristen Locke, Beth Hune, Dawn Patterson, Tamara Pemberton. 4th ROW: Teresita Hernandez, Gretchen Elliott, Lourdex Calvo, Kari Carlson, 
Cindy Baumann, Susan Riseley, Jeanne Kozmoski, April Duggins, Susan Nations, Char Moss, Nancy Webber, Kim Elroy, Alina Blanco, Eebie Hampton, 
Gayle Anne Schoenheit, Jackie Nation, GeeGee Temple, Chris Whims, Laura Mcintyre. 5th ROW: Birgitta Nillson, Pat Hardester, Lisa Guerrero, Julei Anderson, 
Leanne Jakobuski, Nancy Schwalb, Lynn Bowin, Lisa Chambliss, Felicia Howell, Gwyn Bergman, Shelly Korenbrot, Lezette Araquistain, Jody Johnson, Jamie 
Harrison, Teresa Screws, Cindy Dorff. 6th ROW: Patricia Stanton, Sheri Locker, Judy Eaddy, Kelly Hoekstra, Patty Henning, Kelly Burden, Karen McCollough. 
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Black 
Student 
Union 
Front Row: Floran Syler, Michael Wingfield, Bonnie Parker(President}, Lisa White, Karen Ashton. 2nd Row: Cathy Cummings, Carmen Hill, Doug Foster, Belinda 
Neal, Celinda Bryan, Karl Harmon, Carlton Evans(VP}. 3rd Row: Leonsy Donley, Victor Thomas, Doug Thomas. Louis Murphy. 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
The 
Citizens Bank 
of Oviedo 
"Only 5 Minutes 
From U. C. F." 
~) 
Member FDIC 
. 
Com 
Bank 
Equa l Opportunity Lender 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
to all my fellow 
1981 U.C.F. GRADUATES 
A gratifying thank you to my parents and family, but especially to my mother, 
MRS. LUCY K. HAHNEL 
for without who's self sacrifice, provisions, and support my graduation would not have been possible. 
Much time will be spent making all those study hours up to my wife, 
MRS. FRANCES C. HAHNEL JR. 
Fran, you saw me through those endless hours of study and homework. You were there when I succeeded and when I didn't 
do so well, always with words of encouragement, some loving, or another cup of coffee . . . Thank You. 
Gratification is also given whole heartedly to all of my PROFESSORS who's presentation of such complex materials was 
accomplished so professionally. 
I 
' Last, but not least, thank you HEAVENLY FATHER for giving me "the smarts" to put it all together in time to graduate. 
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FRANK J. HAHNEL, B.E.T. 
THE SUN SHINES BRIGHT 
ON YOU 
AND YOUR FUTURE! 
When it comes to bringing you the brightest, most innovative 
banking services, nobody shines like Sun Bank, N.A. 
We have 23 full service offices in Orange, Osceola and 
Seminole Counties and a network of SunBank 24 automated 
tellers to make your banking simple and convenient. 
And, if you're considering banking as a career, we would 
welcome the opportunity to talk with you. We think you'll 
agree that the Sun is shining bright in Central Florida! 
Student Center Room 212 
Arts & Crafts 
has a B& W photo lab anyone 
can use! 
Do POTTERY & CERAMICS 
MAKE CANDLES 
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Corner Of West Broadway 
& Central 
Oviedo, Florida 32765 
The Finest In Floral Arrangements 
Phone: 365-3135 Or 365-6696 
Maater Charge & Viaa Accepted 
SPECIAL PRICES TO ALL STUDENTS 
iEXCiELLi:nCC AUi)iO 
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AUDIO EXCELLENCE 
2615 Lee Road 
Winter Park, FL 32789 
(305) 629-0036 
THE HIGHEST "FI" FOR THE LOWEST PRICE. 
OVIEDO DRUG 
STORE 
Phone: 365-5601 
Your Friendly 
Rexall Drug Store 
OPEN: MON-FRI 9am-7pm 
SATURDAY 9am-6pm 
Just a few minutes from U.C.F. 
Oviedo Shopping Center 
Oviedo, Florida 
The Jack Pieper Family 
Men you do 
business with usJ 
you get treated like 
you're worth half 
a million bucks. 
Because to usJ 
you are. 
-
• 
• • 
All Barnett Banks are members of FDIC. 
Life 
After 
Graduation 
As a graduate of the University of Central Florida, you are automatically a full member of the 
Alumni Association, entitled to all the benefits and privileges. For more information regarding the UCF 
Alumni Association's programs, activities and services, contact the UCF Alumni Relations Office, 
Administration Building Room 350, Orlando, Florida 32816. Telephone: 305-275-2233. Alumni 
Coordinator-Mark W. Glickman 
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Sleep in a lf•1Jstack 
11600 Mackay Blvd. 
Orlando, Florida 32817 
Enjoy the Freshness of Country Living 
~ With The Convenience Of Being Close To U .C.F. 
~ 1 & 2 Bedrooms Available - Call 273-2405 For More Info. 
THE GOOD OLD DAY 
/---·-
! 
Bank 
MEMBERS FDIC 
Com Bank 
Closest to campus with convenient banking. 
Movies 
Entertainment 
Cult~ :a/~ Eventjr~ ' 
Arts & Crafts 
~ -·~ 
-.. ..) 
'/ Recreation 
' · ~if!~-
EnriehJDent EnlightenJDent 
EntertainJDent 
the 
UCF Student Center 
l?c!Mezt c;//Pcen~ ???~ ~tt7 
7??e?:no1t~. 
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CE . TRAL FLORlDl 
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The Pegasus 
Yearbook Staff 
Congratulates 
1980-1981 
Graduating Seniors 
It is late at night. This deadline is due in the plant in a few days and like all the other deadlines 
were, it is nowhere near complete. But so goes nearly every yearbook staff's lament. 
Each week, we live with a gripping fear that we'll come up with too few pages or too little copy 
or too many errors missed in the last minute surge of late night proofreading. But then, when the deadline 
material has been shipped off to the printers, we breath a sigh of relief. 
This kind of insane commitment comes only with dedicated workers and, had it not been for certain 
people on the PEGASUS staff, you would not have this book before you now. 
It has been four long months for the yearbook staff. Hours in the dark room, sleepless nights, and 
writers cramp. Structural problems, borrowed typewriters, missed deadlines, a lot of fast talking. Cut 
classes ... how we cut classes, and tests ... how we failed those tests. Please don't ask anyone 
on the staff the names of their instructors . . . they wouldn't know. 
Varied are the memories which the PEGASUS staff will carry with them, especially the hours of 
work and frustration. Often we took two steps forward only to take one backward. But there are moments 
we will cherish, - the way humor could find its way into distressing situations. 
SPECIAL THANKS TO: 
Ray Heine, Student Government Accountant 
James Blount, Student Body President 
Karen Warnash, Student Government Secretary 
Neil LaBar 
George Chandler (Sports Copy) 
Gretchen Elliott, Pegasus drawing-Page 1 
Lynn Roebuck (Brevard Campus) 
Richard from Instructional Resources 
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